The robust identification of exchange from T2-T2 time-domain features.
Two-dimensional spin-spin relaxation (T2-T2) techniques have been developed to probe coupling between different environments such as diffusive coupling between small and large pores or chemical exchange with clays. In these studies, Numerical Laplace Inversion (NLI) is used to obtain two-dimensional T2-T2 relaxation distribution spectrum from the T2-T2 signal decays, and the off-diagonal peaks characterize coupling. Often, these coupling peaks are both weak and close to the diagonal and combined with the inherently ill-conditioned nature of the inversion, their presence is difficult to differentiate from inversion related artifacts and blurring. This manuscript presents a time domain based analysis to identify the presence of coupling that avoids the ambiguities present in T2-T2 spectra. The approach utilizes the symmetric nature of the two-dimensional time domain data, where the presence of curvature along one of these symmetries gives an unambiguous indicator of coupling. Measurements on porous glass beads are used to verify the technique.